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Overview

The department of Training and Consulting is regularly serving secondary schools' pupils and tachers.
university students and the public. The year 2003 set up a new record: the Department accepted about 7000
visitors, about 2000 more than during 2002.

trul areat event was te opening of t prmanent exhibition dsplaying the model of nuclear power plant
originally planned to be built in Zarnowlec near Gdafisk. The opening was combined wth a short syrnposiLI111 Oil
the "Nuclear Physics and Technology - Today and Tomorrow's Social Education in European Union". Te
opening was visited by many pominent uests frorn Polish Atomic Agency, local overnments, universities and
institutes. In addition, the Department participated in the organization of a symposium dedicated to the 100"'
Anniversary of the fst Nobel Prize awarded to Marie Curie-Sklodowska. This was also an occasion for a sall
exhibition based on photographs and exhibits borrowed from the Maria Curie-Sklodowska Museum in Warsaw,
which was co-orcaniser of the symposium. The main organizer and proposer of the symposium was a social

Z, Z,
orcanization, the Interschool Committee of Promotion of the Educational Undertakings "Europe 2000" wich
promotes educational initiatives or the youth from Otwock, a town near to Swierk. It was our pleasure tat our
Department was chosen as the place for the organization of this symposium in which the best pupils., local
authorities from Otwock, and sponsors of the activity of the aforementioned roup were pesent.

On the 15"' of ctober we elebrated the 5t" anniversary of our educational activity that started with tile
opening of the exhibition on "Nuclear wastes: problems, solutions". The exhibition is still displayed and attracts
attention. It is a eal pleasure to see fow much the nterest in our activity has rown through all those years On
the other hand, the educational efforts of the Department turned out to be worth our labor: in the all-Poland
conquest for an educational initiative in the field of radioactivity, organized by the University of Toruh, ail) of
the main prizes were awarded to teachers who were visitors of our Department and who kept contact with LIS.

Since January 2003 the Department participates in an European program called NUPEX that alms at creating
an nternet platform of educational material from nuclear physics and its applications. The platform will be
prepared in six languages and will be dedicated to pupils from secondary schools and science teachers.

It is also worth mentioning that the Department designed a poster on radioactivity. The poster was printed by
the Scholar and Peda-oalcal Publishina Company in Warsaw, distributed free of charge during the Polish
Physicists Meeting in Gdailsk, and added to an issue of the teacher's 'ournal "Physics at School". Te
possibilities of experimentation at our Laboratory of Atomic Physics were also substantially increased. Some of
our experiments were filmed by the Scholar and Pedagogical Publishing Company in Warsaw. The films will
serve as educational material for teachers and pupils, and will be distributed on CD-ROMs.

The year 2003 was also productive for research: we published about 10 papers.


